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Summary
Slide rules first appeared and were developed in England from the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries. In the early
nineteenth century, French mathematicians imported the Jones English rule to France. Lenoir began production in 1820
with this slide rule being rapidly adopted and required in schools of higher learning.
In Spain we have to wait until 1852 to clearly find an interest in this instrument; the first slide rules came from France.
This article was primarily researched using documents available on the Internet.
Foreword
We know that after the invention of the slide rule in England, by Oughtred in 1625, this instrument quickly evolved into
different types with time.
Initially, engineers needed calculations for maritime navigation, duties on alcoholic beverages by the Customs, and later,
those associated with the industrial revolution. These needs were the main causes for the development of rules like the
Gunter, the Everard, the proof, the Coggeshall, and the Routledge or engineer's slide rules. All of these rules, created in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, were specialized.
In the early nineteenth century, the JONES slide rule was introduced with a more 'universal' approach; we can consider
this rule as the origin of the 'modern' slide rules. This rule was 'discovered' by French scientist Jomard in a study tour
conducted in England in 1815. Returning to France and with the help of the Society for the Promotion of Industry
(Société d'Encouragement pour l'Industrie Nationale), he made every effort to adapt and introduce this instrument into
French society.
From 1820, Lenoir, a manufacturer of precision instruments, along with Collardeau, manufactured slide rules adapted to
the French market (cm instead of inches). Gravet continued Lenoir’s work and, from 1867, the Tavernier-Gravet brand
continued making slide rules until after the Second World War.
By the mid-nineteenth century, 4 or 5 instruction manuals had already been released in France (Collardeau, Mouzin,
JFArtur,...) explaining the use of slide rules, which had become mandatory with entry exams for military and engineering
schools.
Slide Rules in Spain until the mid-19th Century
One of the earliest references we have of the presence of a calculating device in Spain is in the Ioseph Zaragoza book,
published in 1675 [1]. The author describes 14 mathematical instruments, including a military 'pantómetra' model
specialized for the construction of fortifications. Ioseph Zaragoza was the first mathematician who published tables of
logarithms in Spain [2].

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the following calculating means were used in the maritime navigation:
tables of logarithms, the Gunter scale, and the pantómetra (the calculating sector or proportional compass), as
documented in several books of that era:
"... Everything is only resolution of triangles either by using tables of logarithms, or with the reduction quadrant, or with
the plain scale, or with the Gunter one, or with the pantómetra ...". Lecciones de Navegación para el uso de las
compañías de guardas marinos, 1790.
"... I am of the opinion that said 'Pantómetra' is fabricated and graduated in Spain, so that in our nation enters the
appreciation of making all sorts of mathematical instruments ..."
Antonio Valladares stated in the Semanario Erudito, 1789, Volume XIX.
"... In the year 1623 Gunter applied the logarithms of numbers, sinus and tangents to straight lines drawn on a rule
normally 2 English foot long; this instrument in the form of a scale is commonly used daily by the Navigation and for

other purposes, and is usually called the Gunter ...". Curso de Matemáticas para la enseñanza de los caballeros
seminaristas de Madrid, D. Tadeo Lope y Aguilar, 1798.

Figure 1. A Pantómetra

Figure 2. A Gunter Rule

Figure 3. Construction of the Lines on the Gunter Rule

Figure 4. Construction of the Lines on a Plane Scale
The use of these instruments (Gunter scales, pantómetra) is explained in books of mathematics [3] and of navigation [4].
In these books, the construction of the different scales of the Gunter rule was detailed (equal parts, chords, rhumbs,
sines...) and how to use the scales, with examples real navigation problems. The same is true of the pantómetra or sector.
The use of these instruments continued until the early nineteenth century, although no Spanish manufacturer for these
instruments is known.
The slide rule made by Lenoir appears in dictionaries translated from French. The Diccionario Tecnológico (1834) [5]
includes the article Arithmetic (Machines) explaining that the slide rule, already in use in England, has been brought to
France by Jomard. The article further describes how easily all types of operations can be done with this instrument, such
as multiplication, division, roots, and "... it even allows to solve triangles ...".
In the Diccionario de Artes y Manufacturas (1857) [6], the article Calculators or Machines to Calculate - Calculators
with logarithmic scale - Slide Rule the Lenoir slide rule and associated operations are described. The author recommends
use of the Mr. Lapointe brochure for practical instructions; this booklet was published in Paris in 1846 by the editor
Mathias.

Figure 5. The Lenoir Slide Rule
Neither of these dictionaries mentions the status of slide rules in Spain, probably because these dictionaries were literal
translations from French books and the lack of interest of the translator to revise them for Spanish scenarios.
Slide Rules in Spain from 1852 until the Beginning of the 20th Century
Lalanne's Glass Slide Rule
By Royal order on March 8th, 1852 “Mr Delenill [7], manufacturer of instruments for physics, is allowed for the
introduction of a notebook with all the calculations necessary for a better understanding of the new metric rule invented
by Mr Lalanne”, this is a French slide rule.

Figure 6. Excerpt of the Royal Order
Summary translation: by this order, Her Majesty the Queen gives permission to have said manual written in Spanish
although coming from abroad, on the grounds that it is necessary for understanding and using said new rule (and thus not
being included in some sort of prohibition for this kind of documents).
We can verify the existence of this manual, translated into Spanish, in some literature of the time (reference to
instructions for the new Leon Lalanne's Glass Slide Rule).

Figure 6 bis. Excerpt from French Bibliography

Figure 7. Excerpt from the Deleuil Catalog for Lalanne Instructions
Also, the 1863 catalog of the manufacturer, Deleuil, confirms this authorization, (the picture shows the line 611 with the
León Lalanne rule in Spanish and below a comment stating the mentioned permission). Note that the previous and the
following articles refer to the owner as Deleuil, with "u", although the Spanish Royal order refers to Delenill with "n".
Given the circumstances, we understand this spelling difference to be a typing or transcription error.

Figure 8. Excerpt from the Deleuil Catalog for Authorization
In addition to the instructions written by the same Lalanne, this rule is explained in detail in several books:

In Lecciones de Aritmética [8] by P.L. Cirodde, book translated from French, states that "... one of the most ingenious
practical applications of logarithms is the use of the Slide Rules or logarithmic Rules ... we will assume that there is a
slide rule at hand, and most especially the glass slide rule from M. Leon Lalanne..."
The book details the theory and operation of the rule and describes all possible operations.
In Lecciones de Algebra [9] by the same author P.L. Cirodde, the operation of the rule is described almost copying the
Lalanne's written instruction, including reproducing a chart prepared by Lalanne for all operations that can be performed
with the slide rule. The ending chapter on the slide rule concludes:

Figure 9. Excerpt from Lecciones de Algebra
Summary translation: Refer to the Lalanne manual for more details and examples of the use of this ingenious instrument.
The Lalanne slide rule is briefly described in Appendix I.
The Gravet Lenoir slide rule
In the Aritmética generalizada ... by Ramon Fernandez y Parreño (1861) [10] in the article Logarithmic Machines, the
author cites two rules "... among the most notable is the logarithmic rule or calculator with glass pannels from Leon M.
Lalanne; the one from F.A.Artur..."
The purpose is to make the public aware of the Artur rule [11] whose original model "... can be seen in this enterprise (?)
so that those who want to practice the application of these machines to numerical operations can order the manufacture
of other equal instruments...".
The article continues with the Instruction on the logarithmic rule or calculator from J.F. Artur, which is another French
rule. The Gravet Lenoir slide rule is described and depicted in the book (see Appendix II); the most common operations
are explained with many examples.
D. Juan Pons y Monjo publishes a book in 1862 [12] on the Gravet Lenoir rule, ten years after the Royal Order
authorizing the import of the Lalanne rule.
In the introduction to this 1862 book we learn that the author was inspired by the instructions for this slide rule written by
the French engineer Guy [13] "... adapting the data to the use of the Spaniards, giving some preference to the Catalan
provinces over the rest, given the greater use that will be made of this method by their natives, attending the remarkable
development that the industry has reached there...".
The instructions explain the advantages of using this slide rule and the universal use from the director to the operator, "...
waiting for the government to introduce it in the specialized courses in the kingdom ...".
The book's introduction ends with the following strange paragraph, in which one deduces that either the author is not
aware of the existence in Spain of the Lalanne rule or he did not know of any other manual for the Gravet rule, despite
the existence of Arithmetic book by Parreño, 1861, already cited above:
No teniendo conocimiento de que exista entre nosotros ninguna publicación, original ni traducida, que llene el
objetoque me he propuesto en este opúsculo, me he decidido á publicarlo, con el fin, que siempre me ha guiado, de ser
útil á mis compatricios.—Si lo consigo, quedaré satisfecho.
(Brief translation: the purpose is to publish a new manual to be helpful to his countrymen).
The book explains in detail the use of the slide rule with many practical examples. At the end of the book, there is a
statement that this rule was for sale in the library of Salvador Manero, in the Rambla of Santa Monica, and in the
facilities of D. Nicholas Planella and D. José Rosell, mathematical instrument makers [14].
Review Appendix II for more details on the Gravet rule.

Logarithm Tables
There are books from the same era that do NOT mention the slide rule at all and explain the resolution of all problems by
using the tables of logarithms. The best known is the work Tablas de Logaritmos by Vazquez Queipo [15]. The author
presents the benefits from using logarithms and uses over 91 pages to present the theory and practice of logarithms.
There are many examples for practical applications, along with the tables, including those for trigonometric functions.
No mention is made of slide rules.
In Las Matemáticas para los niños... by Acisclo F. Vallin y Bustillo (1861) [16], the author explains the importance of
the knowledge of logarithms.

Figure 10. Excerpt from Las Matemáticas Para los Niños
The author expounds on the properties of logarithms and provides some operational examples, advising the student to
refer to the Tables by Vazquez Queipo due to the large number of included solved problems.
In 1864 Don Evaristo Antonio Mosquera published a book [17] mentioning the Lalanne slide rule and others. He blames
these instruments for a lack of accuracy and offers his tables or abacuses as an improvement. The book is a manual for
using the abacus that contains: the abacus for products and quotients, the abacus for squares, and the abacus for cubes.
These abacuses are ‘Ready Reckoners’, where the result of the multiplications, divisions, etc ... can be found in two-entry
tables.
Other Slide Rules of the Same Period
The book by Mr. Ramon Fernandez y Parreño [10] presents other calculators as well as the rule of Artur; these are two
American calculators invented by Fuller (reproduced in Appendix III) and the French calculator by Perret.
- The Telegraphic Calculator from Fuller (Fuller's Time Telegraph) "... wonderful and unique instrument with whose help
all the arithmetic problems of any kind are resolved in an instant...".
- The Palmer's Computing Scale from Fuller.
- The Calculating Disc from M. Adrien Perret, patented in Paris on November 22nd, 1858, has 8 scales: numbers, squares,
cubes, logarithms...; the calculations are carried out by two independent cursors that revolve around the axis or centre of
the disc.
The operation of Fuller calculators is illustrated with many examples. We do not know whether these three calculators
were sold in Spain.
Slide Rules in Spain in the late 19th and early 20th Centuries
The influence of the French rules is diminished as rules made in other countries appear, including Spain.
Since this period is not the main topic of this work; we will only make a chronological list of some of the rules that
appeared in Spain in the late 19th century:
1881- Description of a tachimetric rule without giving the manufacturer name [18] (Appendix IV). This French rule, the
Moinot rule was made by Tavernier Gravet in 1877.
1883- The Valencia Regional Exhibition Catalogue [19] mentions a “Case of slide rules” signed by the widow of Rosell.
We have already discussed the mathematical instrument maker Jose Rosell [14].

1886- Description of a rule for calculations for concrete invented by an engineer from India and manufactured by
Stanley: the Ganga Ram's Calculating Scales [20]
(Appendix V)
1896- In a treatise on arithmetic that was part of the official program of the Central School of Arts and Crafts, Lesson XI,
[21] there is a reference to the slide rule: "... this instrument, ingenious and practical application of the theory
logarithms, and that can be acquired at a small price, is useful despite the inaccuracy of the results...".
The treatise does not give many explanations, but recommends consulting the monographic by Maurice Leclair that
explains the Tavernier Gravet rule.
The first French edition of this monographic [22] is from 1894. The author says he wants to popularize the book by GUY
[13], which is too complex for the uninitiated. The book presents the 'ordinary' rule (i.e., the Lenoir one, with SOHO
scales), and the Mannheim rule (Rietz type). We do not know if there was a Spanish edition of Leclair's book.
1897- Description of several rules in a manual by Auguste Muller and Louis de Peña [23]:
The introduction stated:
"... The book is considered as the best in this issue; it has been adopted by the Swiss and German schools, and we believe
that it will contribute to promote the use of the Slide Rule in Spain, not yet commonly adopted by many due to the
ignorance of its operation... "
The operation of two rules is explained; the simple rule (SOHO scales) and the double rule (Mannheim), without
specifying any manufacturers.
The last part of the book is about the rule with two slides, e.g., the Peraux rule made by Tavernier-Gravet (Appendix VI).
The major European manufacturers (Dennert & Pape, Nestler, and A.W. Faber) start selling slide rules in Spain a few
years before 1900.
The tachymeter rule from Alcayde [24] was patented in 1915 and compulsory in Military Academies and for the exams
to enter in these schools [25]. Some examples of this rule exist today (Appendix VII).
Conclusion
The Royal Order of 1852 is clear evidence that the first rules introduced in Spain, at least officially, were the French
Lalanne 'glass rules'. Before that date we have no evidence of the presence of any other modern slide rules.
A few years later we find the presence of Gravet Lenoir rules, also French. Judging from the evidence found in the books
of that time, these had lower sales than the Lalanne rules, which were cheaper.
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APPENDIX I.

The Lalanne Glass Slide Rule

Figure 14. The Lalanne Glass Slide Rule (top and back views)

Figure 14 bis 1 and 2. The Lalanne Glass Slide Rule (detail views)

GMA collection

http://www.photocalcul.com/Calcul/Regles/Autres/photo_lalanne.html

Figure 15. The Lalanne Glass Slide Rule (end view)
This rule is composed of a slide which slides inside a sleeve, both of cardboard with printed scales, and two glass plates
covering the slide-frame.
With regard to the circumstances that lead to adopting this structure, Lalanne tells us in this way:
"... the slide rule had just been introduced in secondary school and was on the list for admission to the Polytechnic
School and the Military School; the only constructor Lenoir had not yet finished his assembly platform; it was then that
Lalanne imagined a rule cheap and fast of manufacturing; in a few weeks he was able to deliver hundreds of his rule in
public schools...", (Leçons de statique Graphique – 2nd edition - Calcul Graphique, Antonio Favaro, Paris 1885, page
94).
On one side of the rule there are, separated, the trigonometric scales and the 'classic' ones, of the type SOHO (A = B = C,
D); the other side of the rule has a number of conversion factors over the slide (inches into cm, 'Setiers' into
hectolitres...); the rule is constructed in such a way that other constants are easy to add over the slide.
The royal order stated that "... the purpose of the Lalanne rule is to graphically raise awareness of the relationship
between the old weights and measures with the metric system...".
This suggests that the conversion factors were adapted to the old Spanish measures. Not knowing any specimens, or
manuals, sold in Spain, we have not been able to verify this.
Obviously a glass slide rule is a fragile object, of which few specimens are preserved today. (More details are in the
Journal of the Oughtred Society, 7:2, 1998).

APPENDIX II,

The Gravet-Lenoir Rule

Figure 16 bis. The regla logarítmica de F. Artur
Aritmética generalizada, Ramón Fernandez y Parreño, 1861.

Figure 16. The Gravet-Lenoir Rule (top and back views)
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The rule represented in the drawing is the classic 'Lenoir', which Gravet, his successor, continued to manufacture. The
scales are of the SOHO type (A = B = C, D), and so the cursor is not necessary; the trigonometric scales are on the back
of the slide.
This rule was gradually replaced by the Mannheim rule (1851) that has different distribution of scales and has a cursor.

APPENDIX III.

The Fuller Calculators

Aritmética generalizada, Ramón Fernandez y Parreño, 1861

Figure 17. Fuller Time Telegraph Calculator

Figure 18. Palmer’s Fuller Computing Scale

APPENDIX IV. The Tachimetric Rule
Regla logarítmica, Ramon Peironcely, Revista de Obras Públicas, 1881

Figure 19.1 The Tachimetric Rule

Figure 19.2 The Tachimetric Rule

APPENDIX V.

Ganga Ram’s Rule

La regla Ganga Ram, Revista de Obras Públicas, 1886

Figure 20. Ganga Ram’s Calculating Scales

APPENDIX VI. The Peraux rule, with two slides (Tavernier Gravet)

Figure 21. The Peraux Rule (top and back views)

Figure 22.1 The Peraux Rule (detail views)

Figure 22.2 The Peraux Rule (detail views)
E. Pommel Collection

APPENDIX VII. The Alcayde Rule
Drawing from the patent ES61371

Figure 23. The Alcayde Rule (illustration)

Figure 24. The Alcayde Rule (slide removed)
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